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Strive for the Heights

MRS JAMES & MRS KENNEDY
This term we will be launching the students into the
Physical Sciences. This unit covers so many topics
including electricity, circuits, light, wind, water, solar
energy, and force and motion. It is the latter we will
be concentrating on over the next term.
We will be performing many experiments to do with
pushing and pulling. We have already learned one of
Isaac Newton’s laws of motion – that an object at rest
will stay at rest unless a force is placed upon it. We
will be looking at the many different forces
including understanding motion, pressure, weight
and mass, gravity, friction, floating and sinking and
flight. Just last week we found out the force behind
what makes Newton’s cradle work.

The students will have an opportunity to do some
really fun experiments testing force and motion –
such as blowing up balloons with bi-carb soda and
vinegar, bursting a balloon with the pressure test,
designing a boat to see how much weight it can take,
the egg drop and egg float experiment, the gravity
ball drop, air vortex, soap powered boats, a tea bag
rocket, leaf blower science and much more!
Also this term we have the Science Fair on
Wednesday August 29th 9-11 am. The 5/6’s have
begun thinking of their ideas and will be working on
them in class by early August. In Science week, (which
is also concert week, ) we will be holding a Science
quiz for the teachers for a chance to win the
prestigious Einstein Cup!
This term is shaping up to be busy but fun in the
Science Room.

Wominjeka from
Kathryne Campara
Hello wonderful WHPS families! I hope you all had a
great holiday break. It has been lots of fun to chat with
your children about the great things you got up to. It
was fantastic to see some of our families at our local
Yarra Plenty Library Service (YPLS) and see you
enjoying all the great FREE activities they had on
offer. We are very fortunate to have such and
wonderful facility in our community and the staff at
Watsonia YPLS are always keen to meet and assist our
families with everything they have on offer. Please
click on the YPLS Events Page Logo (link) to see what
excellent things they have coming up over the next
month.

Book Week 20th to 24th August - Who Will You
Dress Up As????
This years Book Week theme is Hidden Treasures and
to get the weeks celebrations started we invite you to
join us for a Family Treasure Hunt during our
Library Open Afternoon on Monday 20th of August
from 3.30 – 5pm. There will be great book prizes for
the winning family and also spot prizes galore along
the way. So bring the whole family and join in the
fun. With only 40 Days to go until our Book Week
Dress-Up Day on Wednesday 22nd of August the
countdown to make our fantastic character’s costumes
is heating up. I recently found my whole costume at
Savers in Greensborough and it was not only as cheap
as chips, it is also great for our environment with the
recycling factor. Click on the books (links) below for
some wonderful ideas and we can’t wait to see your
fantastic creations.

Herald Sun - Kids News Treasure Hunt – Test
Your Wits
Over the holidays my family stumbled on a fun
Herald Sun - Kids News treasure hunt
competition, which kept us entertained. The
competition has now closed however; you are
still able to access the questions and test your
family’s treasure hunting skills. It’s a lot of fun to
do as a family and with the great child friendly
news content articles it is a great conversation
starting tool to discuss current affairs from
around the world.
https://www.heraldsun.com.au/kids-news/jointhe-treasure-hunt-to-win/newsstory/86f67f610e345e611303fbe3d35f4ea6

Book Week Incursion – Meerkat Productions
present Boy by Phil Cummings
On Friday 17th of August WHPS students will enjoy a
wonderful live show of Phil Cummings very touching
Picture story book Boy presented by Meerkat
Productions. Boy couldn’t hear, but he was happy. He
spoke with dancing hands and he drew pictures for
people in the sand. A war between the king and the
dragon is tearing the land apart. Unknowingly, Boy
runs into the middle of a fight. With a simple
question, he makes them wonder why they are
fighting, and helps them see how they could be much
happier. A new book from the CBCA Honour Awardwinning team, Phil Cummings and Shane Devries,
comes this tender tale of power and perception.
Children’s Book Council of Australia – Shortlisted
Books of the Year are on the next page.

Wominjeka from
Kathryne Campara

Term 3 Physical Education
Curriculum:
P-2: This term we will be looking
at the skills of gymnastics, in this
unit we are exploring different
ways in which we can move our
body, different holds and statics
such as front supports and motor
bike landings. We will be
exploring different types of
rotations such as pencil rolls, tuck
rolls and forward rolls. P-2
students will look at the skills of
soccer and minor games towards
the end of the term. We were
lucky to have Chris from Kelly
Sports come in and run a clinic for
our grade 1/2 students. Any
students interested in the program
should look to sign up. Preps will
continue to be involved in PMP
which allows them to extend on
their knowledge and skills and
involves a lot more tactile motor
skills to further their development.
Thanks again to all our helpers
involved in that program, so lovely
to see you all week in and week
out.
3-6: So far this term has started off
with a bang with a dance clinic
from Dance2Excel, which taught
our 5/6 students some old school
hip hop history and dance moves.
This term the 3-6 students will be
looking at a number of sports
including rugby, netball and will
take part in their term 3 fitness
testing, where they can compare
their results from last term and set
new goals for term 4. In each unit
of rugby and netball we will be
looking at positions of players
such as dummy half, defensive
lines and positions, in netball we
will look at players and their roles
on the court as well as court
markings. We will learn different
skills involved in the sports as well
as strategies that will help our
thinking and gameplay. We will
observe and watch professionals in
their role and discuss their actions
and movements.

Sport for Term 3 at WHPS:
Friday morning sport will be a
mixture of different sports this
term as there is no more
interschool sport.
Once the athletics district team
has been chosen Miss Massa will
be running training and
practices before school and after
school for students who would
like to practice before District.
Stay tuned!
Monday 6/8/18 3-6 Athletics
Wilinda Park Backup Date
Thursday 30/8/18 District
Athletics
Tuesday 4/9/18 P-2 Mini
Athletics

汉 hàn
语 yǔ
Food is an integral part of most cultures and is
especially so in Chinese culture. It brings family,
friends and acquaintances together and many
foods represent a variety of meanings of which
some have developed over a long period of
time.
This term, students across the school will
explore familiar fruits and vegetables along with
some that may be new or different. Have you
eaten longans or winter melons before? Students
from grades 1 to 6 will revisit the topics of time
and money and use the vocabulary to talk about
buying fruits, vegetables and various Chinese
foods.
Amongst the eight culinary cuisines of China
(yes eight!), we will touch on one that has had
the longest history in Australia – Cantonese
cuisine or 粤菜 (yuè cài). From ‘yumcha’
dimsums to ‘chow mien’ to ‘sweet and sour
pork’, Cantonese cuisine was first introduced to
Australia when the Chinese joined the Australian
Gold Rush of the 1850s.

Grade 5 and 6 students will also look at the
influence of market gardens started by the
Chinese in the years during and following the
gold rush era. They have also recently
participated in a Gold Rush incursion which
focused on the experiences of Chinese miners
on the Australian gold fields.
In light of our unit on ‘change’ this term,
students will explore the different foods
including fruits and vegetables, that have made
their way into our grocery stores and Chinese
restaurants in recent decades. They will be
learning to express likes and dislikes, how
something tastes to them, things they would like
or would not like to eat and how they think
something they have not tried before might
taste.
We will conclude our exploration of food with
making mooncakes to celebrate the second most
important date on the Chinese calendar – the
Mid-Autumn Festival - which falls on Monday
24th September this year (during school
holidays).

M-Club

(Mandarin Club)
M-Club this term will consist solely
of interested students making zong
zi or bamboo wrapped sticky rice
dumplings. Students who expressed
interest last term will be advised
when their turn at making them is
and a permission notice will be sent
home.
M-Club is still looking for
interested families and friends
who hold a valid Working With
Children check to register their
interest in helping to wrap and tie
the zong zi during Wednesday
lunchtimes. Please register your
details online at
https://goo.gl/forms/1wftwylS1viN
JUmq1
Come and join us!

Our Prep, Grade 1 and Grade 2 students have begun their musical journey in Term 3 with
eagerness and excitement. The concepts of beat (fast/slow), rhythm (long/short), pitch (high/low),
dynamics (loud/soft) and tempo (fast/slow) are our main focus this term and will be taught with a
variety of techniques involving movement, dance, singing and playing instruments. The Preps
will be learning about listening skills as an important technique in Music, and these will be
incorporated into the program in a variety of ways. The students will be introduced to the
instruments which make up the different sections of an orchestra, including the guiro, clave and
shakers. They will also enjoy time using the Stretchy Cord and its accompanying soundtrack,
learning to work as a team, listen to the beat in music, help cross the midline and strengthen gross
and fine motor skills.

Grade 1 and Grade 2 students will be exploring rhythm patterns in depth this term and
composing their own rhythm patterns on percussion instruments, performing chants and
echoing. They will be working in groups with other students throughout the term whilst
composing their arrangements.
Our Prep to Grade 2 students will also begin practicing Music Australia's song for 2018 called One
Song this term. This year's mentor for the song is popular performer and star of Play School,
Justine Clarke, and they will be practicing hard ready to sing along with half a million other
students from around Australia in November.
There is lots of music fun in store during Term 3!

This term our very talented students from Grade 1 to Grade 6 are involved in some very exciting
projects in the Art Room. Our Preps have completed their art program for 2018 and have
transitioned to Music which will take them to the end of Term 4.
Term 3 is a busy time at WHPS with the school production looming and many construction pieces
and props developing nicely in the Art Room. Our Grade 1/2 and 3/4 students have begun
investigating the concept of perspective in landscapes. They are demonstrating their knowledge of
foreground, middle ground and backgrounds in landscape art by creating some exciting and
challenging artworks involving paint and collage. These pieces will tie in with the school's Inquiry
Unit on Change and the students are eagerly waiting to make a start on their artworks.

The Grade 5/6 students are equally excited to make a start on their artwork in Term 3 with our
focus being Mexican folk art - in particular foil Sugar Skulls and their significance in the
Mexican holiday 'Dia de muertos' or 'Day of the Dead'. The students will research the cultural
significance of this holiday and the artistic components which make up the 'Calavera' (skulls) so
widely seen in Mexico.
Using mounting boards, foil and markers, the students will draw on their knowledge of
symmetry, color and the features of sugar skulls to create their own unique skull, which we will
frame and display on completion.
Stay tuned for some great artwork being produced in the Art Room over the upcoming weeks!

For Preps this term we are beginning to look at
coding with unplugged activities, (i.e. nontechnology based coding) Students will go on
“Bear Hunt” where students used the same
‘language’ (actions) to communicate. They will
help frogs cross ponds on lily pads by creating
their own algorithms (direction and number of
steps cards). As well as create their own version of
the classic game 'Hopscotch'. This will include
'loop' cards and actions that see players jumping,
clapping, spinning and more. We will continue
this term with more unplugged activities before
being introduced to our new Bee-Bot robots next
term.
This term grade 1/2s continue their work with
Scratch 1.4 and our new Bee-Bots. To control the
Bee-Bot robots students must understand and use
important mathematical language like, 1/4 turn
right, 90 degree turn, and compass points. They
will be faced with pirate treasure and Australia
maps as well as play snakes and ladders, (see
below). The students working on Scratch 1.4 will
being with learning how to import sprites
(characters/objects) and backgrounds as well as
coding to get their sprites to move. By the end of
the term they will create their own 'Ghostbusters'
game.
The grade 3/4s are working with Scratch 1.4 this
term, choosing from a selection of scenarios to
create their own game. The students have chosen
from simple car race game, recreating the classic
game 'Pong', creating a polygon drawing
machine, making a times tables quiz or designing
a drawing machine like the classic toy 'Etch-ASketch'. Initially students have used a planning
document to consider the different components
needed, including sprites (characters/objects),
backgrounds, variables (score/timer/lap counter),
and the purpose of the code they will need. Next
they will working with their partner to create
their chosen game. I look forward to replaying
my childhood favourite 'Pong' soon!
The grade 5/6s are looking at how professional
film makers work and what elements they can
use to improve their own film production.
Initially students have been looking at types of
camera shots and how storyboarding is essential
tool for planning (see photo above). Student will
also look at sound quality and troubleshooting
sound issues as well as editing before making
their own short film!

